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Light Projection_01
A project on public life and its interaction patterns,
energy consumption and environmental preservation
Masterthesis, September 2016

02

Offshore Cargo Management Concept
Container shipping in 2030. A design approach to
economical and logistical challenges
Bachelorthesis, March 2014

03

USX_Vertical
What if the new quality lies within the obstacle?
Siemens Ultrasound project, August 2015

Hello!

Armin Warnecke is a human centered innovation
designer based in Hamburg, Germany. He is currently
working at design for human nature after working for
IM PRINZIP, a Kiel based studio he co-founded while
studying at the Muthesius University of Fine Arts and
Design. The projects in this portfolio are a selection
from the Bachelor as well as the Master studies.
While the Bachelor studies projects were more
diverse in nature, during his Master studies he focussed on challenges regarding the role of human skills
and needs in evolving technologies / industries.
What is human centered innovation design?
Human centered innovation design is the combination of an analytical and creative process and
the focus on the human part to find future oriented solutions that generate the best fit for every
stakeholder and improve their quality of life.
Awards
Mia Seeger Award 2014
Lucky Strike Junior Designer Award Special mention 2014
ecodesign Award 2015
GreenTec Award - Top 10 2018
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Highschool graduation (Abitur)
Hamburg, Germany
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Hamburg, Germany
Industrial design student speaker
Muthesius, Kiel, Germany
B.A. Industrial design
Muthesius, Kiel, Germany
Co-founder and designer
at IM PRINZIP
Kiel, Germany
Internship as interface /
industrial designer for six months
Essential design, Boston, USA
M.A. Medical design
Muthesius, Kiel, Germany
From IM PRINZIP to
designer at design for human nature
Hamburg, Germany
Speaker at cradle-2-cradle seminar
Leuphana, Lueneburg, Germany
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„Light pollution is one of the
most rapidly increasing types
of environmental degradation“
Falchi, Fabio, Cinzano, Pierantonio, Elvidge, Christopher D., Keith, David M., Haim, Abraham:„Limiting the
impact of light pollution on human health, environment and stellar visibility“, 2011, in: Journal of Environmental Management 92, 2714e2722, Elsevier Ltd

99% of all Europeans live under light polluted
skies. Light pollution is one of the most rapidly
increasing types of environmental degradation. With

tructure in a position where it will soon be obsolete, if not already. Car free cities emerge around
the globe and transform “streetlights” into silent spec-

its epicenter in urban areas, which themselves are
expected to grow extensively in the next decades,
the current use artificial light will affect the environment and human health more than we think.
Looking back into the history of artificial public lighting it becomes clear that the main driver for today’s
use of light was not the need for more light in public
pedestrian areas but the technology that enabled
it and the mobility that needed better visibility for
higher speeds. The missing adaptation to modern
society has put the artificial public lighting infras-

tators, incapable of providing adequate services. How
can the needs of a modern, urban society change the
way we think about public infrastructure and how
can the findings of light pollution studies be applied
to the lighting technology to design a public space
for living in it? The goal of „Light Projection 01“ is the
modernization of public lighting infrastructure and a
better use of artificial light in public. LP_01 formulates
a future oriented lighting concept that redesigns the
way we install, use and interact with infrastructure
based on adaptability and sustainability.
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LP_01 is the next generation of public lighting
enabling future urban developments and public
interaction. The new system of LP_01 can adapt and
be configured to various szenarios ranging from flee
markets, wholesale markets to street festivals with
their individual needs and requirements. The combination of lighting and electricity infrastructure offers
highly divers possibilities of customization for
residents as well as cities. The project formulates
a perspective for a coming change: from anonymous
city infrastructures to interactive public interfaces.
Berlin spends nearly 35 million euros per year on
public lighting. LP_01 not only reduces costs of
logistics, energy bills and infrastructure management but also, and most importantly, reduces light
pollution. Its future oriented smart-grid-interface
cancels out invasive, extensive constructions.
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02
„The shipping industry needs to reinvent itself.
The exhausts of the biggest vessels are the
dirtiest of the entire international transportsector: on the open sea they still use dead oil,
the waste of the refinery process. [...]“
Jan Willmroth (2013), „Frachtverkehr:
Erstes Flüssiggas-Binnenschiff erreicht
Deutschland“, www.wiwo.de, 16.1.2014
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An overwhelming 90 percent of goods are transported via ships across the oceans. The Offshore
Cargo Management Concept restructures the
international container shipping industry as a necessary consequence of todays deficits and combines
current research projects and technologies with the
goal of ecological sensitivity and sustainability.
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03
What if the cable is not the
unwanted but necessary data
transmitter, but a useful enabler of
comfortable doctor-patient-interaction?

The USX_Vertical is an ultrasound concept developed around both, the point of view of a patient
as well as the point of view of the radiologist. This
approach enables the introduction of an entirely
new atmosphere in which the diagnosis process
becomes part of the human interaction, improving
the overall experience. Apart from the long overdue
technological advancements that had yet to be introduced to the field this project takes on the challenge
of rethinking the interaction process on the basis of a
simple paradigm shift: the cable is not the unwanted
but necessary data transmitter, it‘s wanted, useful
and enables comfortable doctor-patient-interaction!
By formulating a scenario in which a vertical ultrasound setup is the center of action the room around
it needed to adapt to its specific interaction patterns

and support the process to achieve a holistic, positive
medical experience. Hygiene played a major role in
the development of this context (the room) and the
vertical ultrasound. Where the current model only
uses wipes and almost needs to be taken apart to
be cleaned, USX_V‘s system architecture allows it
to be detached effortlessly from its mounting guaranteeing a clean environment for every patient
of the day as the outer parts are all washable.
The USX_V concept formulates a holistic design
concept for the quality of interaction and achieves
a new form of comfort during a diagnosis process
for both the radiologist and the patient. It displays a radical approach to making the doctors
visit an experience of comfort and well being.
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Most of my university projects, as well as
some professional projects, are based on
personal experiences. An essential step
towards a more sustainable future is the
evaluation and, sometimes, radical
redesign of every day life things. Design
should be part of the leading disciplines
on the journey towards this future to
mediate between technology, humans
and nature making desireable scenarios
tangible and rateable – beyond vision.

